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ABSTRACT 
Let M denote an n X n positive semidefinite Hermitian matrix, and let W = [q j] 
be either a 2 x 2 real matrix such that ollw22 > 0 and w12w21 > 0 or a 2 X 2 Hermitian 
matrix such that o~,o~ > 0. We prove the inequality 
per(W@W 2 br(W)l”[per(W12 
and establish that equality results if and only if wIlw22 = 0 or w12w2, = 0 or M 
contains a row of zeros or M is diagonal. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If Y = [ yij] is an m x n matrix and 2 = [ zij] is an r X s matrix, then 
Y@Z denotes the mr X 11s matrix 
Letting n= m and p = r = s, we can, with appropriate restrictions on Y and 
Z in force, ask for the best possible inequality of the form 
per(Y@Z) 2 K(n, P)[per(Y)l “[per(Z)1 n, 
where K is to be determined. 
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If Y and 2 are real matrices with nonnegative entries, then Brualdi 
(see [2]) has shown that 
per(Y@Z) > [per(Y)]P[per(Z)]” 
with equality if either Y or Z is diagonal. In case Y and Z are positive 
semidefinite Hermitian, Marcus (see [3]) has shown that 
(I.11 
with equality if and only if both sides reduce to zero. The fact that (1.1) 
reduces to equality only in case both sides reduce to zero suggests that 
perhaps the function K( n, p) = (n!)-P(p!)-” is not the best possible. This 
suspicion led to the work presented in [l], where the author proves that if M 
is an rr x n positive semidefinite Hermitian matrix and Jg denotes, for each 
positive integer 9, the 9 x 9 matrix each of whose entires is 1, then 
per(l,@M) > 2”[per(M)12. (1.2) 
In [l] the author notes that (1.2) reduces to equality in case M is diagonal, 
but is unable to prove that this condition is necessary for equality. 
In this paper we generalize (1.2) by proving that if M is an rr x n positive 
semidefinite Hermitian matrix and W = [ wi j] is a 2 x 2 real matrix such that 
wllwss > 0 and wi2w2i > 0, then 
per(WBM) > [per(W)]“[per(M)]’ (1.3) 
with equality if and only if oiloss = 0 or wi2w2i = 0 or M has a row of zeros 
or M is diagonal. Consequently (1.2) reduces to equality if and only if M has 
a row of zeros or M is diagonal. 
As a corollary to our main theorem we show that (1.3) holds if M is as 
above and W = [ wij] is a 2 X 2 Hermitian matrix such that oilw2s > 0, with 
the condition for equality being the same as before. With this corollary in 
mind, it is natural to conjecture that if M is positive semidefinite Hermitian 
and W is p X p positive semidefinite Hermitian, then 
per(W@M)>, [per(W)]P[per(M)]“. (1.4) 
Although our results imply (1.4) in case p = 2, efforts to verify (1.4) for p > 3 
have been unsuccessful even in case W = 1,. 
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2. NOTATION AND BACKGROUND 
The proof of our main theorem involves techniques from multilinear 
algebra. General references are [6] and [7]. 
We introduce a vector space V = 6 m with fixed inner product ( , ). If n 
is a positive integer, then T,(V) denotes the vector space whose elements are 
the complex-valued n-linear functions on V. Since V is to remain fixed, we 
shall write T,, instead of T,(V). By S,(V) or S, we mean the subspace of T,, 
whose elements are the fully symmetric members of T,,. If n = 0 then T, = C, 
while if n = 1 then T, = V*, the dual of V. 
We extend the inner product ( , ) to the spaces T,, by choosing and 
orthonormal basis { ei}yzi for V and setting 
for each A, B E T,. This inner product is independent of the orthonormal 
basis { e, } y! i. If 0 < r < n, then T,:, denotes the collection of all complex 
valued functions on V x V x . . . X V (n copies) that are linear in the first 
n - r positions and conjugate linear in the last r positions. We may extend 
the inner product to T,,:, in the same manner that we extended it to T,,. 
We define the bilinear map @J : T, X T, -+ T,, +p such that if A E T,, and 
B E T, then 
foreach x1,x2,...,x,,+,, in V. For x E V we let x* denote the member of V* 
such that x*(y) = (y, r) for each y E V. It is easy to verify that if A E I’,, 
and x1,x2,..., x,, are inV, then (A, x:@r,*@ . 8%:) = A(x,, x2 ,..., r,,), 
andif A=y;@y,*@ ... @y,* then(A,x:@xt@ ... @x,*)=n~=,(x,,y,). 
We define a map %: T,, x T, --) T,,+p:p such that if A E T, and B E T, 
then 
(A%B)(x,, x2, . . . . x,,+~) = A(x,, x2,..., x,,) B(x,,, 1, x,,+~~..., xrlAp) 
for xr,xz,...,x.+p in V. If n and p are positive integers and 0 < r < 
min(n, p), then we let @‘r denote the sesquilinear map from T,, X T, to 
T r,+p_2r:p-r such that if AET,,, B~T,,and x~,x~,...,x,~ r, Y~,Y~,...,Y,-, 
are in V, then (A@,B)(x,, x2,. . , x,,_,, yI, ~2,. . . , yt, ,I = 
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(A(x,, x2,. . . , x,-,1, B(Y,, Y,,. . . , Y,_,)). Here A(x,, x2,. . . , .T~_~) denotes 
the member of T, such that if zi, z2,. . . , zr are in V then 
A(r,, x2,. . . , x~_~)(z~, z2,. . . , z,) = A(r,, x2,. . . , xn_,, zl, z2,. . . , z,), and 
B(Y,,Y,>...> y,_,) is defined analagously. 
If u E yn, the symmetric group on {1,2,. .., n}, and A E T,, then A, 
denotes the member of T, such that if xi, x2,. .., rn are in V, then 
A,(ri, ~2,. . . , x,> = A(Q,,, x0(2)>-. ., x,(n) ). We define the orthogonal pro- 
jection P: T, + S, such that P(A)=(n!)-‘X,,,n A,, for each A E T,. If 
A E T,, and B E T,, then A. B, the symmetric product of A and B, is simply 
P( A@ B). As a consequence of [4] and [5] we have the identity 
(2.1) 
which holds if A E S, and B E S,. In [4, Lemma 41, the author proves that if 
A is decomposable-i.e. there exist fi, fi,.. ., f, in V* such that A = fi.fi 
. . . . .f,-then 
The identity (2.1) and the inequality (2.2) are crucial to the proof of our main 
theorem. 
The following well-known facts are used freely: 
(1) If M is an rr X n positive semidefinite Hermitian matrix, then there 
exist zi, z2,. . . , x, in C” such that M = [(nj, z;)]. 
(2) If M= [(zi, zi)]* 
-’ . J’- 
where zi, z2 ,... , z, are in C”, then per(M) = 
3. THE INEQUALITY 
Our main result is the following: 
THEOREM. Suppose M is an n x n positive semidefinite Hemitian mu- 
trix and W = [ wi j] is either a 2 X 2 real matrix such that wllwB > 0 and 
w 12w 12 > 0 or a 2 X 2 Hermitian matrix such that wllwz 2 0. Then 
per(W@M) 2 [per(W)]“[per(M)]’ 
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with equulity if and only if wllwB = 0 or wiswai = 0 or M contains a row of 
zeros or M is diagonal. 
The proof of the inequality depends upon several lemmas which we 
present in this section. The necessity and sufficiency of the condition for 
equality is verified in Section 4. 
If i and n are positive integers with i < n, then Qi,n denotes the set of all 
strictly increasing sequences of length i each of whose terms is a member of 
{L%..., n}. If aEQi,n ad fi,f&...,f, are in V*, then f, denotes faClj. faCzJ 
. . . . 
*L(i)* If a E Qi,n, then a’ denotes the member of Qn_ i,n that is 
complementary to a. 
LE_“1”^ 1. If f~>fi>...,f, 
0 
are in V* and l<iifn, thenf,.f,. ... .f, 
n = 
i 
c a E Q,,. f,@f,” 
Proof. Consider the function from Qi,n X Yi X 9”_i to Y* that sends 
the triple (a, u, r) where (Y E Qi,,, u E Yi, and r E 9, _ i to the permutation 
esuchthat ~(j)=(~(u(j))forl~ jriand .s(j)=a’(r(j-i))if i+l< j<n. 
It is easily seen that this function is a one-to-one correspondence, since 
Now, 
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LEMMA 2. If&_, fi ,..., f,, g,, g, ,... , gP are in V* and 1 < i -C min(n, PI 
then 
where summation is over Qn_i,n for the indices LX and 6 and over Qppixp for 
the indices p and y. 
Proof. Let A=fi.fi. ... .f, and let B=g,.g,. ... ‘gP. From the 
definition of A@ i B and the previous lemma, 
= (Ah,, w2 >...> wn_,), B( z1, z2 ,*.., z,_J) 
Therefore, 
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Consequently, 
where summation is over Q_i,n for CY and 6, and over QP_,,P for,8 and Y. n 
If the functionals fi, fi, . . . , f,, g,, g,, . . . , gp are generated by the vectors 
Xl> x 2,“‘, X,,Y,>Y,>..., yp, then the above formula reads 
n2P2 
i H 1 i i (IA@iB112 = C C I? (Xa’cj,’ Yp,(j,) (‘s’cj,’ Y,,cj,) a,6 fi,y i = 1 
Now suppose D E S, and there exist functionals h,, h,, . . . , h, generated 
by vectors zl, z2,. . ., z, such that D = h,.h,. . . . , h,. Let s be a real 
number, and let M denote the Gram matrix generated by zI, z2,. . . , z,. We 
introduce vectors x1, x2 ,..., x,,, yl, y2 ,..., y, in C2” such that xi = [xi, zilt 
andyi=[O,zilt.Let A=x;.r:.....x,*, B=y:.y,*.....y,*,andlet M, 
denote the Gram matrix generated by xl, x2,. . . , xn, yl, yz, . . . , y,. Note that 
(Xi, xi) =(s2 + l)(zi> Zj>> (xi> yj) = (zi, Xi)> and (Y,, Yj> = (~1, Xi> for 1 
< i, j < n. Letting @r(a) denote 
per 
oT T 
[ 1 T T 
for each real w and each n X n matrix T, we see that per( M,) = $I,~( s2 + 1). 
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Also, 
(n!) -2per(M,) = gn ( n ) llA.‘l12 = I? ( C)2!IA’i’l12 
i=O 
= 5 (r)“j( 7) -4 C C Ii Cxd(j)’ YS'(j)) (xS’Cj)’ YfCi)) 
i=O 4 B,V j = 1 
n-i 
’ ,Ql (“Nj)’ ‘S(j)) (YP(j)’ Ydj)) 1 
= t (;)2(s2+l)n-i 
i-0 
= 5 ( ~)2(s2+I)n-il,~~iDI,2 
i=O 
at; ( 1 (s2+l)n-ipD~[2 i=O 
= (s2+2)np@Dl12. 
Hence, per(M,) = +M(s2 + 1) 2, (s2 + 2)“(n!)2((D Q D(12 = 
(s2 +2)“[per(M)12. Setting t = s2 + 1, we have G,(t) > (t + 1)“[per(M)]2 
for t > 1, with equality if and only if 
p@jD((2= (I) -111D8~l12 foreach O,<i<n. 
If 0 < t < l+then t-’ > 1, so +&-l) > (l+ t-‘)“[per(M)]“. But t’&(t-‘) 
= GM(t), so GM(t) 2 tn(I + t-‘)“[per(M)]2 = (t + l)“[per(M)12. Since 
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kd0) = br(W12 we have proven that 
per ‘g g >(t +l)“[per(M)J2 
[ 1 (3.1) 
for each t > 0 and each positive semidefinite Hermitian matrix M. 
Let 
@,(s,t,u,v)=per k: %I. 
Observe that if no one of s, t, u, and v is zero, then 
Q(s, t, u, v) = s-D&, t/s, u, v) = q& t, u, so> 
= (ut)n~,(sv/ut). 
Therefore, if su > 0 and ut > 0, then Q&s, t, u, u) >, (ut)“(l + 
sv/ut)“[per(M)12 = (su + ut)“[per(M)12. If either uu or st is zero, then our 
inequality reduces to equality. Hence, if M is an n x n positive semidefinite 
Hermitian matrix and u, u, s, t are real numbers such that so >, 0 and 
ut > 0, then 
p42 ::I > (su + ut)“[per(M)12. 
Letting W denote the 2 X 2 real matrix 
s t 
[ I u 2,’ 
the inequality may be written as follows: 




w= z [ 1 zr*v 
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is a Hermitian matrix such that su z 0, and let 
Now, per(W 8 M) = ip,(s, 2, z*, u) = (z*)“@M(s, z,l, V/Z*) = 
@,(s, ]z12, I, U) = per(w@M). Since so >, 0 and zz* = (z12 > 0, we have 
per(w@M) > (su + zz*)“[per(M)12 
by (3.2). But sv + z.z* = per(W) and per( W@M) = per(W@M). Therefore 
per(W@M) 2 [per(W)]“[per(M)12. 
Hence, (3.2) holds if W = [ wi j] is a 2 x 2 real matrix such that o llw22 > 0 and 
o i2w2i > 0 or W = [ oi j] is a 2 X 2 Hermitian matrix such that wilwZ >, 0. 
4. CONDITIONS FOR EQUALITY 
As in the previous section, M denotes the n X n Gram matrix generated 
by the vectors zi, z2,. . . , z, and u, v, s, t are real numbers. Also, +M(~) 
denotes 
XM M per M M [ 1 
for each real number x. The purpose of this section is to prove that the 
inequality (3.2), which holds in case so >, 0 and ut > 0, reduces to equality if 
and only if sz) = 0 or ut = 0 or M is diagonal or M has a row of zeros. It is 
obvious that equality results if sv = 0 or ut = 0 or M has a row of zeros, and 
it is an easy exercise to show that equality results if M is diagonal. Hence, 
each of the stated conditions is sufficient for equality. We must now 
demonstrate that if equality results in (3.2) then some one of the above 
conditions must hold. To achieve this we will assume that so > 0, ut > 0, and 
M does not have a row of zeros, and prove that M must be diagonal. 
Working our way back through the proof of (3.2), we see that equality 
results,withsu>Oandut>O,if~,(x)=(l+x)”[per(M)]2withx=ut/su. 
Since M does not have a row of zeros, no one of zr, z2,. . . , z, is zero, so 
letting D = z:-zz- . . . -zz, we see that D # 0. Backtracking further through 
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the proof, we see that 
(4.1) 
for each 0 < i < n. 
We plan to show that if (4.1) holds for each 0 < i < n, then the vectors 
;;,;?na;.> =” 
are pairwise orthogonal. This of course implies that M is 
The following result appears implicitly in [l], but the proof is simple, so 
we include it for the sake of continuity. 
LEMMA 3. Zf M is an n x n positive semidefinite Hermitian matrix of 
rank k > 0, then 
[Tr(M)]‘< kTr(M*M), (4.2) 
with equality if and only if there exists a positive number c such that the 
eigenvalues of M are 0 with multiplicity n - k and c with multiplicity k. 
Moreover, if M is of full rank, then equality occurs if and only if M is a 
rumzero multiple of the identity matrix. 
Proof. Let X,, X2,. . . , A, be the nonzero eigenvalues of M counting 
multiplicities. It is well known that Tr( M ) = X.2= 1 Xi and Tr( M*M ) = Cf=, X:. 
By the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality (Cf_ 1 X,)2 < kCf=, AT with equality if 
and only if X,=X,= ... = X,. If k = n and c denotes the lone eigenvalue 
of M, then Mx = cx for each x E C ‘I’. Hence, M = cZ. n 
If A E S,(V) and 0 < i < n, then we define the operator A,: T, --) S,_, 
such that if x1,x2 ,..., x, are in V, then 
for each yl, yz,. . . , y,_ i in V. From Lemma 2 of [l] with A = D we obtain 
the equalities 
I/Dj(” = Tr( Di* 0 Di) (4.3) 
and 
(4.4) 
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which hold for 0 < i < n. Since (4.3) and (4.4) must hold for i = n - 1, we 
have 
Tr((D: oDi)*o(D: 0 D,)) = (ID@,_ iD(12 = n-‘((D@D((2 
= n-‘[Tr(D; 0 D,)12. 
Since, in this case, n = dim(V) and 0: 0 D, is a nonzero linear transforma- 
tion from V to V the equality, Tr((D: 0 Dl)* o(D: 0 Dl)) = 
n ~ ’ [Tr( Dl* 0 Dl)] 2 implies (see Lemma 3) that there exists c > 0 such that 
D:oD,=cZ. Now D=zf.z$.....z,*, so if WEV then D,(w)= 
n-lCr,,(w, zi)Zci), where Zci)= z;.zc. ... .~i*_i.z~+r. ... .z,*. If 
zr, 2 2,“” z, were linearly dependent, then there would exist a nonzero 
w E V such that (w, zi) = 0 for each 1~ i < n. But this would imply that 
Dl( w) = 0 and contradict the fact that 0: 0 D, = cl. Therefore, zr, z2,. . . , z, 
are linearly independent. 
Now (D: 0 D,u,u) =c(u,u) for each UEV, and if {ei}r_i is an 
orthonormal basis for V, then (lD1(2 = Cr==, I(De,(l’ = C~zl(D: 0 DIei, ei) = 
nc. Hence, c = n-‘.11D(12. Fix t, 16 t < n, and let u denote a unit vector 
such that (u, zj) = 0, j # t, and (u, zt) # 0. (Such a vector exists, since 
Zi’ .z 2,. . . , z, are linearly independent.) By Mij we mean the (n - 1) X (n - 1) 
submatrix of M that is obtained by deleting the ith now and jth column of 
M. For x E V we have D,(r) = n-‘E~_,(x, zi)Zci), so 
IID,(x)~~~=(D~(x),D~(x))=~-~* cl(x,zi) (xvzj> (Z”),Zci)). 
Setting x = U, we see that IIDl(u)l12= C2J(u, ~~)(~)12(‘)1/~. But IJD,(u)J12 
= (0: 0 Dl(u), u) = c((u((~ = n-l ((D((2. Hence, 
I(u, ~,)1211Z(t)l12 = n lPl12. (4.5) 
Multiplying (4.5) through by (n - l)!, we obtain the equality 
Ku3 d12per(M,,) = per(M). (4.6) 
This is because n! j(D(12 = per(M) and (n - l)!)lZ(t)l12 = per(M,,). Applying 
the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we obtain the inequality 
per(M) G 11~,112 per(%). (4.7) 
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It is well known (see [6]) that if B = [ bjj] is an n X n positive semidefi- 
nite Hermitian matrix then 
per(B) Z bii per(Eii), l<i<n, (4.8) 
with equality if and only if B contains a now of zeros or bij = 0 for each 
j f i. 
Combining (4.7) and (4.8), we see that per(M) = ]Jz,]]2per(M,,). Hence, 
M most have a row of zeros or (z,, z j) = 0 for each j # t. Since zr, zs, . . . , z, 
are linearly independent, M does not contain a row of zeros. The remaining 
possibility is that (z,, z j) = 0 for each j z t. Since t was arbitrary, M must 
be diagonal. 
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